STAY ON THE BUS
Minkkinen’s metaphor as community-led innovation
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Overflow knowledge resources from
Helsinki’s institutions such as the
Design Museum, Museum of Finnish
Architecture and Helsinki City
Library; decentralised into grassroots ‘innovation stops’

INTRODUCTION

This project proposes the utilisation of overflow knowledge resources from Helsinki’s many
library and design institutions as a catalyst for grass-roots innovation.
Rafael Minkkinen’s metaphor for creative development is a blueprint for innovation. His
metaphor of the Helsinki bus station, with its’ radial bus routes, talks of an artists strive to find
their own voice. Like the bus routes of Helsinki which are concentrated down a few routes out
of the city only to disperse onto unique destinations, creatives’ must not worry if they tread the
same path as their predecessors and have the confidence to continue to innovative pastures rather
than return to the bus station and start again.
Minkkinen’s metaphor can become a programmatic and urban driver for innovation hubs in
Helsinki, providing the opportunity and resources to innovate, across the city.
The Museum of Finnish Architecture and Design Museum have been looking to modernise
and expand, with their ever expanding collections and aspirations. A decentralisation of their
overflow knowledge resources into ‘innovation stops’ could meet these requirements whilst
making these resources more accessible for the public.
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The ‘innovation stops’ decentralise
knowledge resources across Helsinki,
making them more accessible for the
public.

STAY ON THE BUS

Finland is in recession, the infamously stable economy was disproportionately impacted by the
Great Recession. In this downturn comes opportunity, the opportunity to kick-start the economy
based on the outstanding education and innovation latent in Finnish society. Pertinent to the everpresent creative talent is the economic theory of Innovation economics, growing an economy
through the added value of innovation.
The proposed public investment into the Guggenheim and its perpetual upkeep, could be better
invested into the grass roots development. Innovation hubs are a good way to encourage this
development. The time for this investment is now, with the enactment of the Helsinki 2050
programme.
Helsinki is embarking on the largest building programme in its’ history as part of Helsinki 2050,
anticipating a 250,000 increase in population. The resulting influx of people will create a much
needed fresh impetus to the city. The resulting intensification of the Urban fabric will bring
a fresh impetus of ideas and innovation, a potential driver for growth in economic downturn.
With 80% of the land owned by public authorities (66% City of Helsinki and 13% State owned),
the opportunity for temporal state run hubs to develop Finnish innovation is great. A public led
scheme would enable the arts to flourish at the community level; for professionals and amateurs
alike.
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Fractures in the urban grain provide
potential sites of intervention. The
map shows potential sites in the East
terminal area alone.

EAST TERMINAL

Beyond the dense urban core, pockets start to form in the urban fabric. These residual spaces are
the voids left by colliding urban grain, infrastructure and abandoned industry. To the East of the
city the formerly thriving East terminal is a prime example of this urban condition. An area of
former industry and as tourist traffic moves to the West harbour, this is an area of great potential.
To the North of the site, the Kuappatori area now plays host to a thriving market, with the recent
addition of the Katajanokka wheel, to the Katajanokanlaituri peninsula. The East terminal area is
searching for a new role to play in the story of Helsinki. Traditionally, sites of industrial decline
have become hotbeds of creative talent, benefitting from cheap rents within flexible studio
conversions of factories.
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The basic programmatic principles

FIG.1

FIG.2

Examples of potential programmatic
arrangements of ‘innovation stops’
with ‘Event’ always at ground level
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INNOVATION STOP

Within the existing Urban fabric, a decentralised infiltration of the Helsinki’s forgotten spaces
would provide a community driven and commuity led agenda to each ‘innovation stop’. The
interventions will follow basic programmatic rules, but the agenda and architecture will be
unique. Each stop will benefit the communities around either supporting established creative
communities or creating new. The programme is intentionally ambiguous to encourage
interpretation.
The basic programmatic principles are that of event, workshop and archive.
Event
The event is a multi-functioning space that supports a range of activities including exhibitions,
performances, lectures and mentoring. As the most public and engaging of programmes, this is
situated at the base of each ‘innovation stop’.
Workshop
The workshop the practical element of each intervention which provides the space and tools
to experiment and create. The nature of each workshop is unique to the intervention, geared
towards providing a range of accessible workshops to Helsinki from computer programming to
wood workshops.
Archive
The archive is an accessible store of de-centralised knowledge resources, acting as an overflow
from the established library and museum institutions. The focus of each archive is designed
to compliment the workshop so that each intervention becomes a focussed creative hub. The
knowledge resources including physical models, books, journals and electronic assets, are readily
accessible so that they can play a greater role in the creative process.
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Previous page;
Illustrative example of an ‘innovation
stop’ located in a potential site in
the East terminal. An area of great
potential for new creative industries,
an ‘innovation stop’ would help
catalyse this organic development
into a new creative district.

DESTINATION

The top down ‘Bilbao effect’ is a proven model for the transformation of a struggling postindustrial city requiring a fresh vision. However, Helsinki is a thriving creative city, the
Disneyfication of the East terminal would be a square peg in a round hole.
The bottom up approach of decentralising knowledge resources into community led ‘innovation
stops’, would encourage the unique creativity of Helsinki’s people and strengthen the ‘Finnish
Brand’. Providing opportunity and inspiration at a community level, would encourage creativity
to the everyday. Within such frameworks, architecture has the potential to facilitate innovation,
not as mere representation, but as a catalyst of change.
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